
 

 

                                                                 Lesson Plan 

Teacher: Waseem ameer saib  Observer: Susan Date and time: 21/11/2019 

Class level: intermediate Room: 7 Expected number of students: 8 

Context: Revise previous lesson of introducing oneself and new lesson on what time is it? (60 min) 

Teaching aids: Flashcards , board 

Student objectives:  
 For the students to be able to be more fluent introducing 
themselves and  differentiate between times introduced in 
the lesson 

 
 

Personal aims:  
 To improve motivation of nervous students by 
praising them on their efforts using stars for reward 
for increased efforts   

 
 

Anticipated problems for students:  
Difficulty pronouncing the words 

 Solutions:  
constant repetition, collectively and individually 

 

Anticipated problems for teacher:  
disruptive students , lack of concentration etc   

Solutions:  

award stars for good behavior 
 

Procedure Phase Timing Interaction 

Greeting students: (all together) Hello boys and girls, how are you? 
 

 
Practicse  

 
 

 2 Mins      T-S 

Quick recap of previous lesson : Introducing oneself , each student introduces themselves to the 
class  one by one (hello, my name is.....) 

Practice   6 Mins      S-S   

Warm up before new lesson introduced : sing classes favorite song “ You are my Sunshine….” Practice   3 Mins      T-S 

Present the flashcards  

   Dinnertime, bedtime,  playtime,  Storytime 

   Each with a different action for student to get familiar matching the picture to  

   the sound of the word 

   E.g. 1. student can hit the card with their hand and repeat the word twice 

2. student s can catch the card and repeat the word twice 

3. Student can jump up and touch the card with the head and repeat.... 

4. student can say the word in a low voice, then high voice 

        Repeat the process collectively to all student, then to student  individually 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Presentation   18 Mins      T 



Play a quick game  

to check if student know the 4 words 

 Place the 4 cards on the floor 

 student block their eyes and teacher  removes 1, 2,3 and then all cards 

First student to shout out what card is missing gets a star. 

  

 Practice   10 Mins     S-S 

        Second part of lesson 

   Teach student the sentence 

   Ask student s what time is it, each card one at a time 

   Student to answer: - It’s bedtime, it’s dinnertime ... 

 

Produce  6 Mins    T-S 

Practice Game     

  Divide class in 2 teams, depending on how many student 

      Draw 2 trees on the whiteboard 

        Write the 4 words on the board, each word 2 times that’s 8 words on each tree,  

        Make them line up, 2 lines team A and team B 

        Teacher calls out a word and student to erase the word and draw an apple in place 

        of the word or write their name, team to erase all the words first is the winning 

Team. With the number of apples or names teacher can see which team wins 

      Very competitive and fun game 

 

Produce  13 Mins    S-S 

Greet the class goodbye until next class    2 Mins   T-S 

 
 

 

 

 

  


